Detection of flow limitation in obstructive sleep apnea with an artificial neural network.
During sleep, the development of a plateau on the inspiratory airflow/time contour provides a non-invasive indicator of airway collapsibility. Humans recognize this abnormal contour easily, and this study replicates this with an artificial neural network (ANN) using a normalized shape. Five 10 min segments were selected from each of 18 sleep records (respiratory airflow measured with a nasal cannula) with varying degrees of sleep disordered breathing. Each breath was visually scored for shape, and breaths split randomly into a training and test set. Equally spaced, peak amplitude normalized flow values (representing breath shape) formed the only input to a back propagation ANN. Following training, breath-by-breath agreement of the ANN with the manual classification was tabulated for the training and test sets separately. Agreement of the ANN was 89% in the training set and 70.6% in the test set. When the categories of 'probably normal' and 'normal', and 'probably flow limited' and 'flow limited' were combined, the agreement increased to 92.7% and 89.4% respectively, similar to the intra- and inter-rater agreements obtained by a visual classification of these breaths. On a naive dataset, the agreement of the ANN to visual classification was 57.7% overall and 82.4% when the categories were collapsed. A neural network based only on the shape of inspiratory airflow succeeded in classifying breaths as to the presence/absence of flow limitation. This approach could be used to provide a standardized, reproducible and automated means of detecting elevated upper airway resistance.